
 BRISTOL TBILISI ASSOCIATION GEORGIAN 

FILM PROGRAMME 2016-17 
 

 
 

The Bristol Tbilisi Association http://bristoltbilisi.com is organising another 

programme of Georgian films to give members and others an insight into the diversity 

of Georgian Cinema.  Film showings will be at The Easton Community Cinema, The 

Pickle Factory, 13 All Hallows Road, Easton, BS5 0HH. Each film will be followed 

by an informal discussion. There will be no charge for the films but participants are 

invited to make a  donation of £5 to BTA funds to cover our costs. 
 

26 October 7.30: There Once Was A Singing  Blackbird, Otar Iosselliani 1970 

Gia spends his days flitting from friend to friend, lover to lover, avoiding any 

responsibility, and never staying still for five minute. 
 

23 November 7.30: Monday Morning, Otar Iosselliani, 2002 

Made after Iosselliani was exiled from the Soviet Union in 1984, this is the  quiet story 

of Vincent a welder in a plant on the Rhône. With money his father gives him, Vincent 

takes a journey to Venice.  4 star Guardian review 
 

14 December 7.30:  Chantrapas, Otar Iosselliani, 2010 

Made after Iosselliani’s return to Georgia. Nicolas is a filmmaker who 

merely wants to express himself and whom everyone wishes to reduce to 

silence. When he first starts out in Georgia, the Party hopes to gag him. 

Nicolas leaves for France.  

  

18 January 7.30: I am Cuba, Mikhail Kalatozov, 1964 A stunningly shot  work of 

propaganda that transcends its subject matter directed by a Georgian born in Tbilisi who 

also directed the Cranes are Flying, another huge international  hit from the Soviet 

period. It portrays Cuba in the years prior to the Castro revolution in 1959. 4 star 

Guardian review 
 

15 February 7.30: 13 Tzameti, Gela Babluani, 2005 

Sebastien, a Georgian immigrant to France, leads an impoverished life. 

He eavesdrops on a conversation which appears to offer an easy solution 

to his money problems. An exciting thriller with a 4 star review from 

The Guardian 

 

22 March 7.30: Mimino,  Georgiy Daneliya,  1977 

Valentin flies helicopters between small villages in Georgia but dreams of 

piloting large international aircraft. He decides to go to Moscow to follow his 

dream. A huge comedy hit including the theme song, this charming films 

gives insights into life into the 1970s Soviet Union. There is a monument to 

the film and its characters outside Avalabari Metro station in Tbilisi. 
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